
Truecaller  released  its
latest  update  and  disclose
three new features
Among many smartphone applications, the app which gained the
transaction of users for its matchless feature of identifying
a caller is the Truecaller. Now, Truecaller has released its
latest update where it has introduced a call reason, message
translation, and SMS scheduling. It will not only help users
to block the spam calls but will also tell a reason for
calling.

After this update, people who have the Truecaller app already
installed  on  their  phone  can  know  whether  the  call  is
personal,  urgent,  or  business-related  just  by  reading  the
reason mentioned on the phone’s screen. Seeing messages and
tweets from users that they wanted to know why people were
calling, Truecaller added this new feature. The reason-for-
call feature is available for both Android and iOS platforms.

The reason-for-call feature is beneficial for all the users
for  getting  a  better  view  of  why  the  person  is  calling,
especially for the working people. If this feature is used
effectively, no one will miss an urgent call. For example, if
a person is in a meeting and the caller has to convey an
important  message  to  share  with  him,  then  she  can  easily
decide whether to receive the call or not. He can easily
distinguish if the call is urgent or it is just some sales-
related call that can be ignored.

Moreover, sometimes people don’t pick the call from unknown
numbers but if they can get to know the reason along with the
calls, e.g., related to the delivery, friend/family calls from
a  new  number,  or  important  bank  updates,  then  they  will
undoubtedly take the call. Users can now differentiate between
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important calls and irrelevant calls. 

With the help of the SMS Schedule feature, users can schedule
the message simply by selecting the icon, date, and time. They
will be able to send the SMS at the scheduled time and will
see it timed in their chat. This feature is only for Android
users.

Message translation allows Truecaller to automatically detect
a foreign language and will display the translated message if
the translation is available. It is powered by Google’s ML
Kit. Some language packs are downloaded to users’ devices
before the translation starts. This feature is available only
to Android users.


